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Summary 
 
Irving (Ichak) Graifman b.3/25/1923, Grodzisk Mazowiecki, Poland; one of 5 brothers/3 
sisters, only oldest brother survived; father (carpenter); public schooling (mostly 
Jewish); father-then general contractor with Gentile partner, moves family to Warsaw 
Gentile area (1935); experiencing first Anti-Semitism; being affluent, family had no 
incentive to leave but Jewish children began having to congregate to walk through 
Gentile area, enduring beatings, useless to complain to police; Warsaw bombardment, 
seeing people killed, Germans march into Warsaw, Jews surrender; (1940) family forced 
into ghetto; some business continues in ghetto; starvation, people lying in gutter, "Lot of 
people shot" if didn't tip hat to guards; with father & older brother, left ghetto to find 
work, pain recalling mother's parting gift of gold coin; at train station, Irving, father, 
oldest brother remove their Jewish stars, 5 yr. old Anti-Semitic kid points them out, 
guard is paid off with mother's gold coin but allows them to spend night in his house, 
buys them train ticket; arrival to Radom, went to Jewish Police, but selected them, 
“easier to shoot Jewish strangers, over townspeople”-pay-off with another ring; taken 
to slave labor camp Starachowice (Barrack 55), witnessed shootings of 100 plus people 
during SS stripping of valuables, Jews pulling out their gold teeth to survive, memory of 
a Rabbi's horror over shootings; Irving's typhoid fever; Jewish SS shoots Irving in head, 
bullet enters earlobe, deceased mother appears assuring that he would live, Irving 
recovers; June 1944 arrival to Auschwitz; slave labor; Jan 1945 taken to Buna, labored as 
carpenter & in scaffolding; as Allies encroach, march to other camps, including Gliwice, 
end up at Buchenwald for month where bread rations were a little better, not as many 
beatings but "People dying like flies"; Irving recalls an earlier event in another camp, 
during which inmates were ordered to watch as 18-20 people were hanged, otherwise 
face beatings, no water; return march to Buchenwald; May 8, 1945 liberated at 
Theresienstadt by Russian Army; brother with swollen leg, liberated day later; some 
Nazis caught by prisoners but Irving too weak; Russian women wash survivors, were 
nurturing; Polish govt allow survivors to ride train for free; arriving back home, 
neighbors who had been close friends now reject Irving; post-war antisemitism, friend's 
head chopped off by Poles; 1945 marriage to Ruth; 5 yrs Fohrenwald DP; registered to 
go to US & Canada; daughter Helen born 1946; childhood neighbor brought family to US 
1949; friend picked up in NY, provided $10 to go to Chicago; couple had a son Malvin, 
worked as carpenter/general contractor, built buildings, synagogues until 1985 
retirement to Florida; one granddaughter; philanthropist in Jewish causes; discussion 
maintaining faith; concern about Holocaust denials “The world should remember us.”; 
interview with Mrs. Graifman, survivor of Auschwitz who arrived there at 17 yrs. old in 
its very beginning, worked in ammunition camp, the lice, forced into cold naked, 
beatings, Block 25, others taken to crematorium; M/M Graifman celebrated 50 yr. 
wedding anniversary; both show their arm tattoos, Mrs. Graifman-28158,  Irving’s 
Birkenau-A18986, photographs of family 
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